
 

Older people often incorrectly assume
medicines don't have potential side effects
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The findings suggest that physicians should spend more
time explaining medication side effects to ensure their
older patients are fully informed. Credit: University of
California, Los Angeles

Older people correctly ascertained basic
information such as dosage and duration of use for
more than 70% of the medications they were
prescribed, regardless of whether their physician
explained it during an office visit. But when
physicians failed to verbally provide information
about potential side effects, people incorrectly
assumed that about 55% of their prescribed
medications had none. And even when physicians
did discuss possible side effects, their patients
incorrectly assumed there were no side effects for
22% of the medications. 

There is a shortage of data about how well people
understand basic information about the
medications they are prescribed. This information
is important for ensuring that people take their
medications safely and properly and adhere to
medication regimens.

The researchers examined data from 2009 and
2010 for 81 people age 50 and older who were

subjects in a previous study aimed at improving how
physicians communicate about newly prescribed
medications.

The researchers note that more than half of the
people in the study had high levels of health literacy
and at least some college education. Also, people
were allowed to refer to information that had been
provided to them about the medications when they
were responding to the survey. These factors may
limit the applicability of the findings to the general
population.

The findings suggest that although physicians
might not need to spend much time conveying 
information on dosage, the number of pills in a
prescription or how frequently medications must be
taken, they should spend more time explaining side
effects to ensure their older patients are fully
informed.

Gaps in knowledge about side effects may put
people, particularly older people, at risk for 
medication nonadherence. Patients may be less
likely to take or continue taking medications if they
discover the existence of potential adverse effects
without having the opportunity to discuss those side
effects with their physicians in a timely manner. 

  More information: Timothy Ho et al. Post-Visit
Patient Understanding About Newly Prescribed
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